Event Analysis

AIBA Women’s World Championships 2016

Sport
Boxing

Owner
International Boxing Association

Date
19 May - 27 May

2016 GSI Overall Ranking

GSI Event Rating Breakdown

ECONOMIC 44%
SPORTING 23%
MEDIA 24%
SOCIAL 9%

Competing Nations By Continent

Past/Future Editions

2012 Qinhuangdao, China 2014 Jeju, Korea 2016 Astana, Kazakhstan 2018 TBA 2019 TBA

Organiser
Kazakhstan Boxing Federation

City, Nation
Astana, Kazakhstan

Event Frequency
Biennial

Statistics

ECONOMIC
Total Attendance 35,000
Ticketed Attendance -
Non-Ticketed Attendance 35,000
Venues 1

BED NIGHTS
Visitor type Est. bed nights
Athletes 3,400
Officials - Team 2,400
Officials - Technical 700
Accredited Media 300
Total 6,800

SPORTING
Competitors - Total 285
Men / Women 0
Overseas / Domestic 275
Continental Reach 6
Competing Nations 64

OFFICIALS
Team 196
Technical 57

MEDIA
TV Continental Reach 6
TV Nations 110*
Broadcasters 23*
Extended TV Coverage: Nations 117*
Extended TV Coverage: Broadcasters 23*
Accredited Media 45
Streamed Online Yes
Nations Stream Available Worldwide (Geoblocking applied in 33 countries)

SOCIAL
Volunteers 100*

Event Hosting

EDITIONS
First Edition 2001
Number of Editions 9

CONTINENTAL REACH
Africa 0
Asia 5
Europe 2
North America 2
Oceania 0
South America 0